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Abstract

Collision avoidance systems have been a safety net of last resort in aviation since their introduction in the 1980s. Through constantly refined safety procedures and hard lessons learned from mid-air collisions, the Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) II Version 7.1 has become the global standard, significantly improving safety in a fast-growing field.

Despite this safety record, TCAS was not designed with security in mind, even in its newest versions. With the rise of software-defined radios, security researchers have shown many wireless technologies in aviation and critical infrastructures to be insecure against radio frequency (RF) attacks. However, while similar attacks have been postulated for TCAS with its built-in distance measurement, all attempts to execute them have failed so far.

In this paper, we introduce the first working RF attacks on TCAS. We demonstrate how to take full control over the collision avoidance displays and create so-called Resolution Advisories (RAs) of arbitrary aircraft on a collision course. We build the necessary tooling using commercial off-the-shelf hardware, creating sufficient conditions for the attacker to spoof colliding aircraft from a distance of up to 4.2 km.

We evaluate this and further attacks extensively on a live, real-world, certified aircraft test system and discuss potential countermeasures and mitigations that should be considered by aircraft and system manufacturers in the future.

1 Introduction

In aviation, collision avoidance is a critical safety measure, with the TCAS standing out as the last line of defense against mid-air disasters. As advancements in aviation technology have contributed to an exponential surge in air traffic globally, there is a critical need for robust, reliable, and secure systems capable of serving the ever-growing number of passengers and flights. TCAS, operational since the 1980s, has demonstrated its effectiveness through continuous safety enhancements and now has an impressive safety record, preventing many mid-air collisions every year [44, 50].

On the most basic level, TCAS operates by detecting and tracking nearby aircraft, displaying them in the cockpit and providing pilots with visual and aural advisories and resolutions to avoid potential conflicts in time. Crucially, the system is independent of Air Traffic Control (ATC) and can thus catch human errors made by pilots or controllers as a last resort. Consequently, when TCAS malfunctions or is accidentally deactivated, the repercussions can be significant. Such incidents have been ranging from very close calls [33] to tragic mid-air collisions [8]. Pilots erroneously disregarding the advisories of TCAS has previously led to fatal incidents, too [14].

Beyond such traditional safety issues, glaring novel security vulnerabilities have been exposed in many avionics and communication systems in the academic literature of the last decade. The evidence has shown most of the employed wireless technologies in aviation to be exploitable in controlled laboratory environments using accessible Software-Defined Radios (SDRs) and software tools [10, 41–43, 45, 46]. Notwithstanding their potentially major impact, these vulnerabilities seem straightforward in hindsight: as there are few to no cryptographic security measures, and encoding and modulation are known, full control over the channel is dependent only on an attacker’s sending power.

However, while TCAS is using some of the same underlying vulnerable wireless channels, it has so far resisted any proof-of-concept attack even in the laboratory. This is due two main reasons: first, TCAS has a strong physical-layer component, whereby dynamic, fast-moving, targets use interrogations and responses for speed-of-light distance measurements. Second, the complexity of TCAS-specific communication and its associated state machines, along with the need for more advanced SDR setups than those used for analyzing other protocols, results in a lack of existing tooling for this purpose.

Indeed, many researchers have postulated the possible existence of vulnerabilities in TCAS [5, 17, 18, 48] and even examined their potential impact on aircraft and pilots in flight simulators [47]. However, unlike attacks on systems such as ADS-B, actually executing an attack on TCAS has proven hard, with all previous attempts coming up short.
The present research thus marks a significant breakthrough, employing commercial off-the-shelf hardware to delve into the theoretical and practical aspects of a real-world TCAS attack. We explore the challenges and complexities that have made successful exploitation impossible so far and construct the necessary tools, models and laboratory setups for comprehensive, yet safe and ethical, attack execution and evaluation.

Given the significance of TCAS and its presence on most commercial jetliners [1, 23], the goal of this research is to understand the attack requirements against this crucial system. In combination with existing literature on the impact of such attacks on collision avoidance systems, we hope that our work will lead to increased awareness within the aviation community and the development of adequate technical or procedural countermeasures and mitigations.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

- We present the first working RF attacks on TCAS. Most notably, we take arbitrary control over the collision avoidance displays and create resolution advisories of aircraft on collision course at will.
- We build novel tooling, modeling, and a certified testbed needed in order to truly understand and conduct live attacks on physical-layer collision avoidance systems.
- We experimentally, yet safely, evaluate the feasibility and working parameters of three different attacks on TCAS with our testbed setup.

2 Background

2.1 Mode S Communication

Mode S, short for “Mode Select”, is a communication protocol used in air traffic control and aviation. It enables aircraft to exchange information with ground-based radar systems and other aircraft through on-board radio transponders. Its select feature sets it apart from previous communication methods. This feature is the inclusion of a globally unique 24-bit address in each message, assigned by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) according to a regional delegation scheme [20]. Such an address identifies the sender or recipient of each message.

Physical layer. Mode S specifies two distinct packet-based communication channels over radio links. The first, the uplink, uses Differential Binary Phase Shift Keying (D-BPSK) over the 1030 MHz frequency, running at a data rate of 4 Mbit/s. The second, namely downlink, uses pulse position modulation over the 1090 MHz frequency, with a data rate of 1 MBit/s. Each packet consists of a fixed amplitude modulated preamble followed by either 56 or 112 bits of modulated payload [39].

Data format. Each message is distinguished based on the channel used and the initial five bits, known as the format. Uplink channel messages are denoted as UF=x, with “x” representing the format. Similarly, downlink channel messages are designated as DF=x. For any given DF=x or UF=x, the interpretation of its subsequent bits remains consistent, with the standard [39, 2.2.14.1] determining the position, length, and names for multiple fields. However, it is essential to note that while a particular field may appear in multiple messages, it does not necessarily mean that the same type of information will consistently be present within it. As an example, the four-bit Reply Information (RI) field in Short air-air surveillance (DF=0) responses can either signify the maximum velocity range of the queried aircraft (if RI < 8) or describe the type of installed TCAS (if RI ≥ 8).

Additionally, every packet ends with a 24-bit CRC-based parity. Depending on the message’s channel and format, this parity can either be XORed with 24 ones or undergo a channel-specific mathematical transformation, encoding a 24-bit ICAO address (uniquely identifying the aircraft transponder) in conjunction with the parity. This method conserves bits that would otherwise be used for adding the address to each message. However, it requires recipients of the mathematically adjusted parity field to possess prior knowledge of the address, acquired from earlier messages that included the parity XORed with 24 ones.

Protocols. Mode S integrates two primitives that its upper-layer protocols use: broadcasts and interrogations. Broadcasts do not require a response. Interrogations are sent over uplink and are associated with a response on downlink 128µs after reception. In the case of interrogations, a message with format specifier UF=x is often associated with its DF=x counterpart.

These primitives are leveraged to implement multiple functionalities such as Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System/Mode Select (ATCRBS/Mode S) [11], Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast (ADS-B) [21], and Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) [37], the subject of this study.

2.2 The Traffic Collision Avoidance System

TCAS is a standard aircraft collision avoidance system that plays a crucial role in modern aviation safety. Originally introduced as TCAS I by the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA), this system was created to offer pilots proximity alerts regarding nearby aircraft using radio communication [36]. Subsequently, an upgraded version known as TCAS II was introduced, adding the capability of suggesting evasive maneuvers to actively avoid potential mid-air collisions [37]. Both iterations of the standard are internationally ratified by ICAO under the names Airborne Collision Avoidance System (ACAS) I and ACAS II [22]. These ACAS standards are equivalent to their TCAS counterparts.
in terms of functionality and purpose [19]. TCAS is a widely adopted standard, not just due to its effectiveness in enhancing flight safety but also because of legal mandates requiring its installation in almost every commercial aircraft [1, 13, 23]. Interoperable TCAS II equipment is sold by four US-based vendors. TCAS is set to be superseded by ACAS X, which is currently still in the standardization phase and not yet operational. Even after the eventual introduction of ACAS X in the 2030s, downwards compatibility with TCAS will ensure that the latter will remain in use for decades to come.

**Surveillance.** A primary feature of TCAS is surveillance. This function allows pilots to see on their instruments the relative positions and altitudes of other aircraft equipped with Mode S transponders. To find traffic in the vicinity, TCAS listens for spontaneous broadcasts, namely squitters, keeping track of the ICAO addresses contained in them. TCAS periodically interrogates the found aircraft to track their altitude, bearing, and range. In particular, it extracts altitude from the message content replied by the interrogated aircraft. Bearing and range are instead measured independently using signal processing techniques. For bearing, the TCAS equipment must incorporate a radio direction finding device capable of estimating the angle of arrival of the interrogation response. In contrast, the range calculation relies on the fixed delay of 128μs between the reception and the initiation of each Mode S interrogation response.

\[
R = \frac{C}{2} (\Delta T - 128 \cdot 10^{-6})
\]  

Equation 1 details the method for determining range. It involves multiplying the speed of light, denoted as \(c\), with subtraction between round trip time \(\Delta T\) and the expected delay. This result is then halved to account for the round-trip journey of the radio wave to the interrogated aircraft and back.

**Traffic Advisory (TA).** The collision avoidance capability of TCAS extends beyond simply displaying nearby aircraft. In fact, it continuously monitors each tracked aircraft to alert the crew of potentially dangerous encounters preemptively. Whenever it detects an intruding aircraft as a threat, TCAS issues a Traffic Advisory (TA), an urgent alarm highlighting an elevated risk of in-flight collision. Triggering a TA requires a potential threat to satisfy specific conditions on altitude and range:

\[
ADOT = \dot{A} \cdot \text{sgn}(\Delta A)
\]

\[
(\Delta A < THR_{TA}) \text{ or when } \left(ADOT \geq -100 ft/s \wedge \frac{\Delta A}{ADOT} < TA_{UTA} \right)
\]  

Equation 2 reports the condition on altitude in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF). There, \(\Delta A\) is the difference in altitude between the TCAS-equipped aircraft and the intruder, with \(A\) being its derivative w.r.t. time. The first term (2a) merely checks whenever the altitude difference is less than \(THR_{TA}\). Instead, the second term (2b) applies whenever the altitudes of the aircraft are converging, comparing the time to the closest vertical point of approach with a threshold \(TAU_{UTA}\).

\[
\dot{R} \leq H1_{TA} \wedge \dot{\Delta A} > 10 ft/s \wedge R \leq DMOD_{TA} \}
\]

\[
\left(\dot{R} \leq 10 ft/s \wedge \frac{DMOD}{R} - \frac{\dot{R}}{R} \leq TAU_{TA} \wedge R \leq DMOD_{TA} \right)
\]

\[
\left(\dot{R} \leq 10 ft/s \wedge R \leq DMOD_{TA} \right)
\]

Equation 3 reports the condition on range in DNF. It contains the currently measured range \(R\) and its time derivative, i.e., closure rate, \(\dot{R}\). The first term (in 3a) applies whenever the aircraft are approaching each other, the tracked range is less than \(DMOD_{TA}\), and the product between range and closure rate is less than \(H1_{TA}\). The second (3b) and third (3c) terms apply to the case of diverging or non-rapidly approaching intruders. Similar to the previous case, those last two terms trigger a TA either when the horizontal time to the closest point of approach is less than \(TAU_{UTA}\) or when a range measurement is closer than the \(DMOD_{TA}\) threshold value.

Table 1 details the coefficients and thresholds associated with triggering a TA, as they appear in the standard. It is worth noting that the values vary according to the current Sensitivity Level (SL). We discuss SL in the following.

**Resolution Advisory (RA).** RAs are one of the main innovations introduced with the second version of TCAS. They extend TAs with facilities for automatically resolving conflicts by issuing commands, called RAs, to the cockpit. These commands direct the pilots to either adopt a specific vertical attitude (for example by climbing or descending) or to modify the ongoing collision avoidance action, such as leveling off or adjusting the ascent/descent rate. TCAS will continue to issue and update those commands until resolution of the conflict.

The decision of issuing a RA is taken by TCAS once an ongoing TA risk increases to an even more critical level. As such, RAs are triggered by repeating the checks found in Equations 2 and 3 but replacing each coefficient value with the one from its non-TA counterpart. For example, \(H1_{TA}\) in Equation 3a gets replaced by \(H1\). In addition, RAs can only be issued whenever the intruder vertical separation at the closest point of approach \(V_{CPA}\) is less than the value \(ALIM\).

\[
V_{CPA} \approx \frac{\Delta A + (A - AO) \frac{\dot{R}}{R}}{\Delta A} \text{ if } \dot{R} > 0 \\
\text{otherwise}
\]  

(4)
For brevity, we approximate the procedure for calculating $V_{CPA}$ \[38, 3.96\] with Equation 4 where $\dot{A}_o$ is the intruder altitude time derivative.

The choice of which action to issue as RA can be performed either autonomously or collaboratively, depending on the intruder equipment. TCAS II systems announce their presence by periodically emitting an additional dedicated TCAS squitter. An intruder is considered capable of coordination after reception of such squitter and when DF=0 responses to the surveillance function indicate an “On-board TCAS with vertical-only resolution capability” in their RI field.

If TCAS is unsure about the availability of coordination, it unilaterally chooses RA contents according to the intruder-tracked position and attitude. For instance, TCAS issues climb RAs against lower altitude targets.

Instead, intruders capable of coordinating encounters negotiate by choosing their action as per the uncoordinated case and exchanging Long Special Surveillance interrogation (UF=16) messages instructing the other aircraft to not pick a conflicting resolution, e.g., a descending aircraft will instruct the other to not do so. In a disagreement, the TCAS associated with the aircraft with the highest ICAO address will pick an action opposite to the one chosen by the other system.

**Sensitivity Level (SL).** TCAS relies on standardized thresholds to classify the status of intruders. The values of these thresholds depend on the currently set Sensitivity Level (SL), a value ranging from 1 to 7. SL=1 is a special level corresponding to a disabling of all TCAS functions, including surveillance. SL=2 corresponds to the TA Only mode of operation in which TCAS does not issue any RAs. SL values of 3 to 7 are instead associated with the full functionality, with higher sensitivities corresponding to larger areas (so-called protected volumes) being considered dangerous by the system.

On most TCAS units, pilots can only choose between three settings: STBY (standby), TA, and TA/RA. STBY and TA correspond to fixed SLs of 1 and 2, respectively. TA/RA mode automatically selects a SL from 2 to 7 depending on the current altitude and the standardized values in Table 1. During flight, standard procedures suggest that pilots should always set the TCAS mode selector to “TA/RA” \[12\].

### Table 1: TCAS thresholds \[37, 38\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_{T1}$</td>
<td>$[\text{nm}^2/\text{s}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{T1,TA}$</td>
<td>$[\text{nm}^2/\text{s}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMOD</td>
<td>$[\text{nm}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMOD$_{TA}$</td>
<td>$[\text{nm}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAU</td>
<td>$[\text{s}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAU$_{TA}$</td>
<td>$[\text{s}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZTHR</td>
<td>$[\text{ft}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIM</td>
<td>$[\text{ft}]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity Level</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>$[\text{ft}] - \times 10^3$</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{T1}$</td>
<td>$[\text{nm}^2/\text{s}]$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.00278</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{T1,TA}$</td>
<td>$[\text{nm}^2/\text{s}]$</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMOD</td>
<td>$[\text{nm}]$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMOD$_{TA}$</td>
<td>$[\text{nm}]$</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAU</td>
<td>$[\text{s}]$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAU$_{TA}$</td>
<td>$[\text{s}]$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZTHR</td>
<td>$[\text{ft}]$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIM</td>
<td>$[\text{ft}]$</td>
<td>850</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>OA altitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{A}$</td>
<td>OA altitude derivative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{A}_o$</td>
<td>IA altitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{A}_o$</td>
<td>IA altitude derivative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta A$</td>
<td>Altitude difference $= A − A_o$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADOT</td>
<td>Direction-weighted IA altitude derivative $[38, 3.60]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>IA range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{R}$</td>
<td>IA range derivative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{CPA}$</td>
<td>Vertical separation at Closest Point of Approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and the potential range of attacks. Among the threat taxonomy, they classify the ability of adversaries to inject aircraft into a target’s traffic display as False Injection and the capacity of denying, degrading, or destroying communications as Denial-of-Service (DoS). Importantly, the authors emphasize the complexity of executing such attacks by linking them to individuals possessing extensive skill sets, such as Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) or criminal organizations.

Table 2: Summary of quantities found in Section 2.2.

Previous literature has explored proof of concept for false injection attacks, mostly within simulated environments. Here, we discuss these representative studies. Graziano \[15\] presents an instance of an attack using SDRs aimed at an operational TCAS device. The implementation highlights the challenge of managing response times. The best latency achieved is around 606 ms, far exceeding the threshold for an effective attack by over three orders of magnitude. Indeed, the author mentions that this latency corresponds to an intruder positioned approximately 908 km away.

Berges et al. \[4, 5\] design an attack using SDRs, targeting a model that emulates functionalities of the TCAS system’s state machine. This approach utilized SDR technology to create a partially simulated environment, distinct from direct engagement with an actual TCAS. Notably, their model does not consider the response time constraint for range estimation.

Footnote:

1 SI units: 1 nautical mile (nm) is 1852 m, 1 foot (ft) is 0.3048 m.
Lomas et al. [28] presented at DEFCON 28 the effects of radio frequency spoofing attacks against TCAS by adding multiple traffic aircraft to an Airbus flight deck simulator scenario. They emphasize that in a realistic environment, TCAS is difficult to spoof due to its reliance on time of flight information to determine the distance between aircraft. Hannah et al. [17] examine attacks in simulated environments to identify what ranges, altitudes, and relative bearings are most vulnerable to false injections. Smith et al. [47] demonstrate the significant impact of wireless attacks on pilots, including TCAS false injections, by implementing and analyzing malicious flight simulator scenarios. They also simulate collision avoidance attacks against ACAS X [48], and identify a theoretical success rate ranging from 44% to 79%, with an average deviation of 590 feet.

Regarding DoS attacks, past work [16, 17] hypothesizes about potential implementations to leverage electronic warfare tactics, specifically spot jamming techniques.

To the best of our knowledge, no prior research has successfully proven and executed any practical attacks against an airworthiness certified [24] TCAS. Going further, we are also the first to show how to arbitrarily position an intruder ghost aircraft in a controlled manner by effectively managing the complexity of range estimation. Moreover, this is the first work introducing a DoS attack that uniquely exploits features of the TCAS without depending on electronic warfare tactics.

4 Threat Model and Challenges

4.1 Threat Model

In this paper, we consider an attacker whose goal is to increase the probability of a safety incident significantly.

We assume that the aircraft under attack is equipped with a standard-compliant ACAS/TCAS II device operating in TA/RA mode, supporting a flight crew that has been trained to operate it correctly and follow its advisories. In addition, we assume that the attacker has access to a (fixed) location from which they can receive/transmit radio signals targeted at the victim aircraft.

We consider an adversary who is a professional actor capable of gathering solid knowledge for generating or testing a novel attack. Resource-wise, they can access moderately-priced ($\approx 10,000$) Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) hardware components such as SDRs, signal amplifiers, antennas, and powerful computers. Based on these capabilities and potential motivations, we identify three main threat actors: terrorists, activists, and nation states. Terrorists primarily aim to instill fear and broadcast their extremist ideologies. Their interest in aviation can be attributed to the potential for causing significant economic disruption, impeding international travel, or even loss of life, and leveraging the visibility of such attacks to convey their extremist ideology to the general public. Activists, sometimes known as “hacktivists” in the digital realm, are driven by a burning desire to spotlight perceived injustices and agitate for societal change. Activists have previously targeted the private aviation sector to demand political action against highly polluting short flights and the usage of private jets. Finally, nation states might be interested in compromising another country’s economic stability from a commercial aviation perspective and obtaining a logistic or direct advantage in military theaters as TCAS is standard in governmental and even military aircraft.

4.2 Challenges

TCAS is a public and well-specified standard with theoretically known vulnerabilities. Graziano [15] and Berges et al. [4] illustrate a comprehensive understanding of transmitting and receiving the TCAS protocol via SDRs. However, despite this theoretical knowledge, there is no proof that an attacker, even with the capabilities of a professional actor, can develop a practical, SDR-based, COTS solution capable of interacting with and exploiting an actual TCAS to fulfill malicious intentions as outlined in our threat model.

According to the literature the primary reason for this absence are the complex requirements of an attack implementation that effectively manages the range estimation of TCAS, which serves as a de facto physical-layer security feature.

To meet this timing constraint, attackers face several challenging requirements. Firstly, they must develop a high-performance application capable of receiving signals on the uplink frequency, demodulating, decoding, computing a response, modulating that response, and then transmitting it on the downlink frequency — all within a stringent timeframe of less than $128$ microseconds (Equation 1).

To solve the range spoofing problem (Equation 5) and ensure the practicality of the attack, the actual response time must be even shorter than this challengingly short period. This duration is significantly shorter than the typical response times of programs running on general-purpose operating systems.

Secondly, the precision of these timings is paramount. They must be accurate within hundreds of nanoseconds and maintain coherence across uplink and downlink frequencies. In addition, the continuity of this process is critical: it must operate uninterrupted over a long period for the intended effects of the attack to become apparent.

Achieving such precise timing is possible with specialized and purpose-built hardware solutions but poses significant difficulties for SDRs that rely on general-purpose processors. However, a custom hardware solution created by expert engineers would necessitate resources and time that surpass those available to even relatively resourceful entities. For this reason, an additional challenge is to identify the COTS hardware that can meet the requirements of these attacks and to take full advantage of optimizations in the software layer.
5 Attacks on TCAS

In the following, we present three different attacks on TCAS: traffic advisory injection, resolution advisory injection, and a simple, but effective denial-of-service attack.

5.1 Traffic Advisory Injection

This first attack involves deceiving the TCAS device about the existence of an intruder that is endangering the victim aircraft, prompting it to issue an alarm to alert the crew.

Recalling the functionality of TCAS, malicious actors can accomplish this goal by (i) getting tracked by the victim TCAS, and (ii) ensuring that the injected intruder position satisfies the conditions for a TA.

We detail these two phases below, denoted as tracking and positioning. Finally, we demonstrate the consequences of an attacker-initiated TA on the traffic display.

![Figure 1: Minimal TCAS surveillance tasks.](image)

**Tracking.** We consider an attacker implementing a protocol subset roughly corresponding to the air-to-air protocols found in a Level 1 Mode-S transponder [39, 2.2.18]. We also assume the attackers choose an identity for the spoofed aircraft, i.e., an ICAO address. The address is required to initiate interactions with the victim and remains fixed during the attack.

Figure 1 shows the sequence of interactions and messages attackers need to exchange with the victim to enable tracking of a spoofed aircraft.

Operations begin with the attackers emitting All-call reply (DF=11) squitters, which broadcast the identity of the spoofed aircraft. This phase loops until the victim adds the spoofed aircraft to its surveillance routines. The standard does not prescribe a specific quantity of squitters but hints at two emissions within its implementation suggestions [37, A.8].

After the victim’s TCAS is aware of the spoofed aircraft, operations proceed with three parallel interactions. The first consists of periodically broadcasting DF=11 squitters to keep the surveillance routines active on the victim.

The rest of the interactions are interrogations from the victim to the attacker. In detail, the second interaction comprises two phases. In the first phase, the victim uses Short air-air surveillance (UF=0) interrogations to acquire the maximum speed of the spoofed aircraft. This phase concludes when the Acquisition (AQ) field of the interrogations is set to 1. In the second phase, throughout the entire attack, the victim monitors the status of the spoofed aircraft. It uses UF=0 interrogations to assess if the spoofed aircraft is airborne.

Finally, the third interaction responds to Surveillance altitude request (UF=4) interrogations, continuously updating the injected aircraft altitude on the victim’s TCAS.

With each interrogation, the range of the spoofed aircraft gets updated based on the round-trip time, as previously described (see Section 2.2).

![Figure 2: Range spoofing problem.](image)

**Positioning.** Triggering a TA requires placing the spoofed aircraft such that its measured altitude and range satisfy the conditions described in Section 2.2.

Recalling Equation 2a, responding with any altitude closer than \( THR_{TA} \) w.r.t. the victim’s altitude suffices in satisfying the altitude condition. The condition on the range instead distinguishes two cases, depending on the spoofed aircraft’s closure rate. Placing an aircraft at an almost fixed and less than \( DMOD_{TA} \) range suffices in triggering a TA (Equation 3c). Otherwise, the range must evolve over time to satisfy either Equation 3a or Equation 3b.

As higher sensitivity levels are associated with higher likelihoods of generating TAs, attackers can actively ascertain the current SL to gauge which values to use in the formulas. This is performed by sending out a UF=0 interrogation and retrieving the victim’s currently configured value in the SL field found in the associated DF=0 response. Otherwise, they can assume the worst-case scenario of SL=2.
For satisfying the altitude condition, attackers modify the Altitude Code (AC) field contained within Surveillance altitude reply (DF=4) responses. This gives them complete and precise control over its value.

Manipulation of the range is instead performed by altering the interrogations’ round trip time $\Delta T$ (see Equation 1). Figure 2 depicts the range spoofing problem. There, attackers are positioned at a distance $D_A$ w.r.t. the victim aircraft and aim to inject an aircraft perceived to be at a different range $D$. Under the assumptions from Section 4.1, attackers cannot alter their position throughout the attack execution.

Recalling Equation 1, the detected range is calculated by dividing $\Delta T$ by the speed of light after a fixed processing delay of 128$\mu$s. This delay allows attackers to appear closer than their actual distance by replying to interrogations before a legitimate TCAS system would. Similarly, artificially delaying responses will increase the measured range.

$$T = 128 \cdot 10^{-6} + \frac{c}{2} (D - D_A) - T_p$$

Equation 5 shows which response time $T$ the attackers should use to make the spoofed aircraft appear at a desired distance $D$, considering a processing time of $T_p$.

This equation approximates $D_A$ as a constant. Such simplification is acceptable, as an aircraft approaching at the maximum closure rate accepted in the standard of 1200$kn$ would move by just 0.08$m$ during the 128$\mu$s round-trip time.

Finally, the assumptions from Section 4.1 state that attackers receive and transmit from a fixed position. Consequently, they cannot alter the injected aircraft bearing. It is worth noting that such a limitation does not influence the attack success rate for TCAS II systems, which do not consider horizontal movements for their corrective maneuvers.

In summary, as long as Equation 5 is non-negative, attackers can control the altitude, speed, and range of the spoofed aircraft, but not its bearing.

### Attack effects

In this example, a spoofed intruder is tracked by the victim. The attack assumes SL=2 and uses a fixed range of 0.25$m$ to the victim. The attack performs an altitude acquisition and simply replays the victim’s AC as their own.

Figure 3 shows the effects of the resulting TA on the victim’s display. This notification, accompanied by an aural “TRAFFIC, TRAFFIC” annunciation, is displayed as a popup over the instrument screen. It contains a flashing yellow banner and a traffic Plan Position Indicator (PPI). This PPI shows the spoofed aircraft bearing and range (yellow circle), augmented with its relative altitude ($\circ\circ$, i.e., the intruder is at the same altitude).

### 5.2 Resolution Advisory Injection

A RA injection is a more dangerous variant of the previous attack. In addition to sending the crew an even more urgent alert, a RA effectively allows attackers to impose commands on the victim as pilots are mandated to follow any RA and do so automatically (up to a limit) [47]. This issue becomes more urgent in modern airliners equipped for autonomous RA execution [3], as they allow attackers to manipulate the flight path directly, bypassing human intervention.

Recalling Section 2.2, RAs can be either negotiated between aircraft or fall back to unilateral decisions. In this section, we consider both cases, even though the simpler non-negotiated alternative already allows the attackers to fulfill their goals.

**Non-collaborative encounter.** This case requires attackers to escalate a TA into a RA by further reducing the separation w.r.t. the previous attack and meeting the additional condition on ALIM (see Section 2.2). As such, this attack requires following the same procedure detailed in Section 5.1 with the restriction that altitude should be chosen within ALIM of the victim’s altitude.

Furthermore, in some situations, attackers can choose which advisory will be issued by reproducing particular encounter geometries. For instance, whenever the victim is climbing or descending, attackers can induce a “LEVEL OFF” advisory. To that end, they place the spoofed aircraft at a fixed altitude above/below the victim, forcing the victim’s TCAS to abort the current maneuver in order to avoid crossing in front of the intruder stationed around the climb/descent path.

Climbs and descents can be forced whenever the victim is staying at a fixed altitude. Placing a rogue aircraft above will induce a descent, with the opposite inducing a climb.

Other geometries will still trigger a RA, although their outcome might be undefined in real-world scenarios and less useful to attackers aiming to associate a specific action with
their induced RA.

**Collaborative encounter.** Collaborative encounters are more complex as they require the attackers to perform all of the steps needed by their non-collaborative counterparts and then to take part in the negotiation in order to influence the victim’s chosen RA towards their preferred outcome.

Collaborative encounters are more complex as they require the attackers to perform all of the steps needed by their non-collaborative counterparts and then to take part in the negotiation in order to influence the victim’s chosen RA towards their preferred outcome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>par loop</th>
<th>Attacker</th>
<th>Victim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCAS squitter</td>
<td>loop</td>
<td>UF = 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA negotiation</td>
<td>loop</td>
<td>UF = 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DF = 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: TCAS collaborative encounter tasks.

Figure 4 shows the sequence of additional interactions and messages attackers must exchange to negotiate a RA successfully. These two parallel tasks allow the spoofed aircraft to participate in the RA negotiation. The first operation consists of periodically broadcasting UF=16 TCAS broadcast interrogation squitters, allowing the victim to register the spoofed aircraft as equipped with TCAS. The second operation consists of periodic interrogations with UF=16 TCAS resolution messages with the Vertical RA Complement (VRC) field set to the opposite of what maneuver they want to impose, e.g., don’t descend to order a climb. The victim responds to these interrogations with its currently selected RA sense. Finally, once the RA negotiation is started, attackers need to respond to UF=16 interrogations with Long air-air surveillance (DF=16) TCAS coordination replies. Such replies indicate to the victim that the spoofed aircraft’s chosen maneuver in the Active RA (ARA) field is the opposite w.r.t. the attackers’ desired outcome, e.g., an ARA field mentioning currently descending will make the victim’s TCAS issue a climb.

As mentioned previously, there’s a basic arbitration mechanism. By choosing an ICAO address lower than the victim’s one, attackers can ensure that their resolution advisory will always prevail over the victim’s initial decision.

**Attack effects.** In this example, attackers are tracked by the victim. Following observation of the victim’s squitters, they choose the victim’s ICAO address-1 as their spoofed aircraft identity. Attackers assume SL=3 and chose a fixed range of 0.15 nm. Similar to the previous example, they replicate the victim’s AC as their own. In addition, they are sending UF=16 coordination messages instructing don’t descend to the victim’s TCAS and indicating a descent as its chosen action in DF=16 responses.

Figure 5 shows the resulting RA on the victim’s display. Similar to the previous case, an RA is presented as a popup over the instrument screen and is accompanied by an aural indication of its associated action (“CLIMB CLIMB”). With respect to the TA case, RAs associate a square symbol to the intruder, and color their indications in red to better convey the urgency of the situation.

**5.3 Resolution Advisory Denial-of-Service**

According to the protocol, there is an ability to supersede the automatic altitude-based sensitivity level selection with ground-originated Mode S commands.

Specifically, a ground station can issue a Comm-A Identity Request (UF=21) directed Sensitivity Level Control (SLC) message containing a candidate sensitivity level. The aircraft, in turn, adjusts its sensitivity settings to the lowest one received from ground stations. This feature was conceived to enable airspace controllers to reduce spurious RAs during procedures with problematic geometries, e.g., parallel approaches. Since SLC messages do not authenticate the issuing ground station, adversaries can manipulate the system into TA-only mode, thereby completely disabling the RA functionality.

Figure 6 illustrates the state announcements of the TCAS and the corresponding information displayed on the avionics screen during the attack.

As its initial setup, it is configured to operate normally, i.e., in TA/RA mode (Figure 6a). Attackers identify the victim by listening to its squitters and extracting the corresponding ICAO address. Then, they can impersonate a ground station and send a SLC command directed at the found address. The display shows that the victim has correctly received the com-
mand, as indicated by the $R$ in Figure 6b. Once processed by the
system, the operating mode is automatically switched to
TA-Only mode (Figure 6c), disabling the RA functionality.

If not renewed by a further transmission, standards state
that this command should be reset after 240 seconds from
its reception to TA/RA mode [37, 2.2.3.10.4]. The above re-
quirement provides adversaries with a significant opportunity,
as an attack can be executed and persisted over an extended
period with a small number of messages at a very low rate,
making detection unlikely.

Moreover, being a low-and-slow attack, adversaries can
simultaneously engage with multiple aircraft. This capability
potentially enables them to further enhance the impact of
the attack by easily disabling the RA functionality over a
substantial portion of the airspace.

6 TCAS Security Testbed

We design and develop our testbed adhering to the following
properties and requirements. A TCAS cybersecurity testbed
must be able to facilitate analysis in a secure setting, ensuring
it does not interfere with the external environment. Addition-
ally, it should be cost-effective, eliminating the need to fly
an aircraft, and should provide facilities for a consistent and
reproducible test execution. Finally, its components should
be instrumented to enable the execution of the experiments
and ex-post analysis of the system outputs.

We identify three main components, each composed of
multiple constituent elements. The two primary components
are the System Under Test (SUT) and the entity simulating
the TCAS of another aircraft, i.e., the traffic simulator. The
traffic simulator can also assume the role of the attacker. An
additional component, namely the orchestrator and recorder,
manages the execution of the experiments and records the
system outputs. Figure 7 depicts the testbed architecture and
its elements. Below, we detail each component.

**System Under Test.** The core element is a TCAS unit with
a radio transponder (XPDR) and processor (PROC). Making
this unit operational and testable requires connecting with
other elements using avionic data buses. Briefly, the control
panel enables its configuration by providing the mode selector
switch access. The communication radio, equipped with a
headset, and the traffic display provide the outputs from the
unit. The former permits the reception of aural warnings,
while the latter displays nearby aircraft and related advisories.
The execution of the surveillance, TA, and RA functions relies
on consistent sensor readings as if the system were in flight.
To this aim, an avionic bus simulator provides coherent data,
such as the present altitude and velocity. Finally, positioning
antennas connected to the radio transceiver inside a Faraday
cage prevents unintended transmission of disruptive signals to
external sources and complies with the security requirement.

**Traffic simulator.** This element simulates the presence of
other aircraft interacting via radio waves. It contains a work-
station (traffic simulator workstation) and a linked SDR. On
the workstation, an application utilizes the SDR for receiving
and transmitting Mode S messages, thereby interacting with
the SUT. This application must reliably decode messages,
process them, and generate responses coherent with the cur-
rent condition and desired test scenario. These tasks must be
reliably carried out within the 128$\mu$s time constraint.

The connected SDR has to feature two independently
tunable full-duplex channels, enabling simultaneous down-
link and uplink communication. Moreover, it should support
highly precise coherent timestamping between reception and
transmission and between the two channels. Finally, its sam-
pling rate for each channel has to be higher than its Nyquist
rate, i.e. 2 MS/s$^{-2}$ for the downlink and 4 MS/s for the uplink.

**Orchestrator and recorder.** The orchestrator and recorder
component is responsible for managing the execution of the
experiment and capturing measurements from the outputs of
the SUT. The experiment instrumentation workstation
represents the core element.

On the coordination front, it continuously instructs the
traffic simulator regarding the specific conditions to simulate.
At the same time, it configures the avionic bus simulator to
provide data to the avionics buses.

It also captures output data from the TCAS. It records the
traffic simulator’s current state, representing the desired traffic
conditions, and captures the traffic display unit via a camera.
Subsequently, image recognition software automatically ex-
tacts quantitative data from the raw video feed. This function
allows the testbed to align inputs from the traffic simulator
with their respective outputs.

7 Implementation

In the following, we will explore the software architecture,
adjustments to the operating system, and hardware setup re-
quired to overcome the challenges detailed in Section 4.2.

**System Under Test.** It consists of the elements indicated
as “SUT” in Figure 7, with a commercial ARINC 429 bus
tester, specifically an Astronics UA2000, as our avionic bus
simulator. The TCAS unit consists of a Garmin XPDR model
GTX 3000 with GAE 43 and a PROC model GTS 8000.
The control panel and traffic display unit, model GTN 750,
communication radio, model GMA 342, and antennas, model
GA 58, are also from Garmin. Antennas are positioned in a
Faraday cage model Ramsey STE3000F2. This setup includes
only certified avionic components, all of which, along with
their installation, hold a valid airworthiness certificate.
Software. A software application was developed to carry out the attacks from this article. Its design aims at handling the interactions described in Section 5, minimizing the reply latency. Its source code consists of 2557 lines of C++ and 15.2K lines of Rust, compiled with GCC 13 and rustc 1.69.

Figure 8 illustrates the architecture of the implemented attack software. Its configuration, continuously updatable from an outside coordinator, is comprised of five parameters:

1. A Replies Lookup Table (LUT) holding UF=x requests and their corresponding DF=x responses, with payload sizes of either 56 or 112 bits.

2. A set of payloads designated for broadcast over the downlink (1090 MHz) frequency (1090 broadcasts), along with their minimum ($T_{\text{min}}$) and maximum ($T_{\text{max}}$) emission intervals.

3. A similar set of payloads for the uplink (1030 MHz) frequency (1030 broadcasts), also governed by $T_{\text{min}}$ and $T_{\text{max}}$ intervals.

4. The distance $D_a$ between the attacker and the target, as well as the desired distance $D$ of the spoofed aircraft.

5. The estimated processing time $T_p$.

The system continuously acquires baseband complex quadrature samples at a rate of 20 MS/s from the SDR channel tuned on the uplink frequency. These samples are processed through a Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chain, starting with a bandpass filter and then a fast preamble detector. Given that amplitude modulated pulses identify Mode-S preambles, the detector starts by computing the magnitude of each sample using Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) instructions [25]. It then identifies potential preambles within the received signal by calculating its spectrum using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and applying the convolution theorem to calculate its cross-correlation with those characteristic pulses. Candidate preambles are then selected by thresholding their correlation value. The spectrum associated with the pulses is pre-calculated at program startup, halving the number of required FFT calculations.

A streaming demodulator processes each identified preamble and its subsequent samples. This involves frequency and time synchronization, followed by D-BPSK decoding. The resulting bits are then used to navigate the replies Finite State Machine (FSM), looking for prefixes found in the LUT. Whenever decoded data is unequivocally associated with a LUT entry, the FSM outputs the payload bits to be sent on the downlink frequency. This payload is then timed for transmission based on an interval $T$ relative to the preamble’s starting timestamp. $T$ is calculated as given in Equation 5, while $T_p$ is measured by calibrating the system beforehand with self-interrogations.

The system includes two broadcasting elements (1030 and 1090) periodically transmitting payloads (squitters) at random intervals between $T_{\text{min}}$ and $T_{\text{max}}$. The broadcasts are managed using a delay queue data structure. A software multiplexer...
handles potential transmission conflicts between the downlink broadcaster and reply transmissions, prioritizing the FSM.

Both the FSM and the broadcasters output bits. These bits are converted into samples using a modulation cache (1030 and 1090 modulation caches) to avoid performing modulation in the attack time-sensitive path. Unique payloads from both the LUT and broadcast lists are pre-modulated by background tasks (1030 and 1090 modulators), which keeps the modulation caches populated and in sync with the configuration. These updates occur without stalling the critical path by leveraging atomic compare and swap operations. Similarly, any update to the LUT prompts a recompilation of the FSM states, which is then introduced into the program’s receive path through atomic intrinsics. Finally, the produced samples are sent to the SDR transmission channels.

**System configuration and tooling.** Our approach involved the strategic implementation of available operating system configurations and the utilization of specialized software tools. We employed a Linux operating system with real-time capabilities (Ubuntu 22.04 with kernel 5.15.0-1032-realtime). Its scheduler was configured to ensure the application was never preempted. We compiled the program with profile-guided optimization and aggressive optimization levels. We pinned the latency-sensitive threads of the application on specific physical cores. Conversely, the kernel threads were moved out of such cores. The application memory was configured to be allocated from huge pages and locked in to prevent swapping. We disabled hardware failure detection interrupts.

**Hardware.** The attack software ran on an Intel i9-12900k workstation (16 cores running at 5.20GHz). We used an Ettus USRP X300 as our SDR, as it possesses two independently tunable duplex channels with precision timestamping capability, satisfying the requirements outlined in Section 6. Some further tweaks improved the performance: The workstation firmware had all its power-saving features turned off. Unnecessary peripherals and buses in the workstation were removed or disabled to decrease interrupt numbers. The SDR was directly connected to the PCIe bus. We disabled the CPU simultaneous multithreading feature.

8 Evaluation

In this section, we present different experimental evaluations against our TCAS system. We start by assessing the achieved response time and its precision. We also examine whether our implemented optimizations improved these metrics w.r.t. the standalone software. Then, we verify the capability to simulate scenarios with moving aircraft and the accuracy of these simulations. Additionally, we investigated whether stationary injected aircraft scenarios would trigger TAs or RAs and measured the time needed for triggering these alerts. Lastly, we tested the feasibility of the RA DoS attack.

**Reply performance testing.** The initial test focused on evaluating timing performance by transmitting a Mode S interrogation, responding to it, and concurrently monitoring the timings using a separate SDR connected to the instrumentation workstation. Response time targets ranging from 80 to 250 µs were tested, with 10,000 samples collected for each target setting. Figure 9 illustrates the percentage of responses received within the desired timeframe. Notably, the success rate begins at approximately 45% around the 80 µs mark and steadily increases to nearly 100% at 100 µs.

Figure 10 illustrates the error envelope, encompassing the min, max, 25th percentile, 75th percentile, and an orange line for the average. These errors consistently stay within a 1.0 µs range, maintaining a stable average around zero. Similarly, Figure 11 displays the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of these errors, demonstrating that the majority remains within a 0.2 µs margin in relation to the desired value.

Figure 12 presents the CDF for jitter, which illustrates the range of delay variations between these responses. The data indicates that the majority of jitter remains below 300 ns.

**Effect of optimizations.** Figure 13 shows a comparative analysis of response times over 10,000 trials, between the software in its original state and the software after implementing all operating system and hardware modifications. These response times were collected by configuring a target reply time of zero. The analysis reveals that while both distributions exhibit similar patterns, the optimized software’s mean response time is reduced by around 45 µs.
Moving target scenario. In this test, we simulated an intruder aircraft, commencing the simulation at a distance of 12 nautical miles and advancing towards our location at a steady speed of 100 knots. The data for this experiment was collected by utilizing image recognition techniques on a composite video stream captured from the attack workstation and traffic display. Figure 14 illustrates the computer vision algorithm in action, clearly marking the detected intruder on the avionic display. This procedure was carried out 25 times, resulting in a total of 222,936 data points over a recording duration of 217 minutes. Figure 15 presents a comparison between the desired and observed distance of the moving intruder. The median distance error, depicted in orange, was approx. 125 meters. In Figure 16, we illustrate the distances at which our intruder triggers a TA or an RA. As observed, TAs occur first at approximately 1500 meters, followed by RAs, which occur around the 800-meter mark.

Time delay. For this scenario, we position a static aircraft extremely close, just within the required threshold to initiate a RA. We then monitor the elapsed time of the attack until a TA or RA notification occurs. Figure 17 illustrates the CDF based on 200 repetitions of this scenario. Similar to previous instances, RAs occur after TAs in terms of timing, with TAs taking a maximum of 10 seconds and RAs taking up to 20 seconds to trigger.

RA denial of service. In this test, we transmit the payload detailed in Section 5.3 and interrogate with a separate radio to collect information on the reported sensitivity level. Similar to the display in Figure 18, every sensitivity alteration succeeds immediately upon the TCAS unit receiving the message.

9 Discussion

9.1 Capability Considerations

In relation to the challenges outlined in Section 4.2, our experimental results demonstrate that our implementation consistently and accurately meets the response time requirements using COTS hardware. Furthermore, the applied adjustments and optimizations have effectively and demonstrably decreased this latency. The moving target experiments demonstrated that the precision of reply timing was also maintained over attacks spanning extended periods and distance ranges.

With current hardware and software, attackers can leverage their 28 μs time advantage to fake an aircraft’s presence at a distance zero, provided they are within approximately 4.2 km of their victim (Equation 5). With a typical cruise speed of 950 km/h, an aircraft can cover this distance in around 16 seconds, giving attackers a probability of around 80% to successfully execute a RA (Figure 17). As computational power increases, attackers’ capabilities will also increase, up to a theoretical limit of 19,186 km, associated with a reply time of zero. Therefore, current cutting-edge COTS hardware has made such attacks feasible, and the attackers’ capabilities are expected to continue to grow over time.

As per the RA DoS attack, it can be executed directly and straightforwardly. This simplicity implies that an attacker can initiate this attack even with limited expertise or resources.
Figure 15: Positioning precision for a moving target.

Figure 16: Distance to induce a TA or RA.

Figure 17: Time to induce a TA or RA.

Figure 18: Change in reported sensitivity level after RA DoS.

9.2 Enabling Factors

In the following, we discuss the enabling factors of the attack based on our experience in its implementation. Briefly, we examine a combination of hardware and software components, and their configurations.

Given that previous attempts used COTS radios attached to workstations similar to ours, we can argue that our success did not stem from any peculiarities in the hardware configuration. In fact, excluding the general requirements set forth in Section 6, our architecture does not rely on any specific radio transceiver.

Instead, the critical difference lies in the software element and our effort to analyze and overcome the limitations of the general-purpose SDR frameworks and standard operating system configurations used in past attempts. Unlike other approaches that utilized multipurpose COTS SDR frameworks like GNURadio [6], which prioritize generality and throughput, our bespoke implementation was designed specifically for low latency and precise timing. For instance, general-purpose frameworks often have buffers built into their processing pipelines, which can improve their throughput, but at the cost of negatively impacting latency — a design choice contrasting with the peculiarities of TCAS communication. Additionally, we made specific changes to the operating system configurations and workstation settings aimed at minimizing delay and jitter. These customizations were crucial in fully exploiting the hardware capabilities to overcome the challenges from Section 4.2, even at the cost of increased energy consumption.

9.3 Limitations

The primary limitations of the attacks detailed in this article are due to their dependency on radio wave transmission. In our controlled experiments, the attacks were conducted without any other device sharing the frequency. However, in actual operational environments, an attacker would face the challenge of developing a more sophisticated receiver system capable of filtering out signals unrelated to the target aircraft.

Transmission-wise, our tests indicated that the attacker’s signals must be high enough to be received correctly. This is known as Minimum Trigger Level (MTL) in the standards. In practical terms, the attacker needs a powerful radio transmitter to ensure adequate signal strength and coverage.

Finally, for attacks like the RA injection, it is critical to precisely determine the victim’s position and attitude. This task becomes especially challenging due to the high movement speeds associated with aircraft. The complexity escalates if the attacker uses a moving platform, such as a drone, introducing more variables that must be accurately controlled for the attack to succeed.

9.4 Mitigations

Although no practical attacks have been demonstrated in the literature to prove the exploitability of TCAS, general awareness of its possible vulnerabilities has prompted the involved community to evaluate and propose mitigations. These include solutions such as distributed voting algorithms, where aircraft share detected traffic conditions for mutual verification [17], and the integration of encryption to authenticate messages and prevent false aircraft reports [40]. In [17], the authors mention using the radio vertical angle of arrival to verify altitude, providing an additional check before issuing RAs.

Other fields may also inspire viable mitigations. In particular, distance bounding protocols [7, 35] have been used to protect from range spoofing attacks, while Doppler effects have been leveraged to estimate the closure rate of moving transmitters [2, 9, 26, 27, 34].

However, any proposed solution must be evaluated for its
viability. The TCAS specification mandates the acceptance of any correctly addressed message, posing a challenge for the backward-compatible integration of any authorization scheme. As such, enhancements involving protocol changes, while robust, would require widespread adoption and significant changes to existing systems, likely making them infeasible for rapid deployment. Moreover, these changes involve a safety-critical component where false positives are preferred over missed advisories, making them susceptible to down-grade attacks [32], where attackers pose as legacy endpoints unequipped with the security enhancements.

In contrast, modifications that can be implemented per aircraft are progressively deployable and inherently backward compatible. Such solutions involve the integration of physical layer fingerprinting measures on top of the already existing transponder logic. For instance, the proposed vertical angle of arrival calculation is one such method. This enhancement enables cross-checking the declared altitude against the detected angle, quickly identifying discrepancies. Similarly, the analysis of Doppler effects provides an estimated closing rate between aircraft. We deem those two solutions as the most viable as they can significantly increase the difficulty for attackers to spoof aircraft positions effectively. For example, attackers attempting to induce a “DESCEND” RA would be constrained to position their antenna above the victim, inhibiting almost every attack carried out from the ground. Similarly, fooling the Doppler-based solution would require emulating the frequency shift as perceived by the victim, requiring solving the positioning problem also for the derivative of range, i.e., closure rate.

Given our findings, authorities must avoid relying solely on self-reported information in future collision avoidance standards, including ACAS X, until robust security measures are in place. As such, we urge standards bodies to explore incorporating modern wireless security technologies into future collision avoidance systems before they become commonplace. Therefore, an ongoing discussion [51] is contemplating a backward-compatible modification to allow additional data to be transmitted in each Mode-S downlink message, possibly enabling the inclusion of dedicated cryptographic authentication fields.

Interestingly, the ACAS X draft standards inadvertently address the vulnerability to RA DoS attacks by not depending on the SL parameter for their calculations.

Finally, it is worth considering procedural approaches such as awareness for pilots and controllers for the (highly unusual) case of an attack as discussed in [47].

9.5 Ethical Considerations
We disclosed our work and this associated article on submission, and the process is still ongoing. The manufacturers we contacted acknowledged the attack and understood that the vulnerabilities presented in the article are not specific to their devices. They deemed no action necessary on their end, as the attack affected any standards-compliant system. Specifically, Garmin recognized it as a vendor-independent vulnerability. Airbus had prior knowledge of one of the attacks (RA DoS) and had already notified their contacts. The division of Leonardo that manufactures TCAS equipment organized a dedicated meeting to discuss the details of the attack. We are working on a formal collaboration involving our institutions to further test their systems with our tools. Several European national and supra-national authorities and pilot organizations were informed of the results and are in contact with the authors. A dedicated meeting was held with EASA, and they will incorporate our feedback as part of their future decisions on this topic. The Aviation ISAC has forwarded our paper to relevant stakeholders in their disclosure process.

Additionally, we have disclosed our findings to the FAA, Boeing, Pilatus Aircraft, and Thales, although we have yet to receive an acknowledgment from them. We have asked the United States CISA CVD to facilitate further communication. TCAS will be in use for a long time and no changes are expected. We hope that our work will lead to improvements for ACAS X and future collision avoidance standards.

Attacks on TCAS have been hypothesized before, but by proving their existence and defining the practical parameters and requirements, we hope to improve awareness in aviation. Military actors are likely to have access to toolsets able to attack TCAS, so we need to think about processes and procedures now to not be surprised when an attack happens.

We created our experimental setup such that we followed all local laws regarding radio frequency communication, taking care that no signals leaked outside the setup and the building.

We have chosen not to include the source code for executing the attack in our artifact release, as the potential negative impacts of enabling such capabilities outweigh its value to the research community.

10 Conclusions
This paper presents three wireless attacks against the TCAS. The first two attacks aim at disrupting pilots’ situational awareness by inducing a traffic alert. Our study presents the first successful implementation overcoming the well-documented challenges in the realm of TCAS range estimation, which has long served as a de facto physical-layer security feature. Our experimental evaluations demonstrate that we can surpass the required performance metrics, leaving a margin of 28 µs. We can arbitrarily position the spoofed aircraft in both dynamic and stationary scenarios, consistently inducing the intended effects. The third novel attack causes a DoS simply by using features found in the TCAS protocol. We also discussed potential mitigations but the practical implementation of a countermeasure is still an open problem. We hope that demonstrating the feasibility of the attack will enhance aviation awareness and drive advancements for ACAS X.
Availability

The primary data sets used in this study, including all raw measurements, as well as the scripts used for analysis, are openly available for review and further research. Additionally, supplementary videos providing visual evidence and additional context are also provided.

All these materials can be accessed at [29].

We encourage readers to explore these resources for a more comprehensive understanding of our research and findings.
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